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Abstract 

The purpose of this work was to examine the photocatalytic activity of Chitosan/Zn- gel blend film. It is well known that 

Chitosan can do photo-degradation; Zinc gel was added as a blend to enhance the photo-catalytic behavior of chitosan. Their 

photocatalytic activities were estimated by the degradation of the used dye from its solution by using the Chitosan/Zn-gel 

blend film. The influence of operating parameters such as Zn-gel concentration was thoroughly examined to obtain the 

optimum conditions for photo-catalytic degradation. The particle size for Zn-gel and the dielectric properties for Chitosan/Zn-

gel blend was measured. The kinetics and color photo-degradation efficiency has been calculated based on spectrophotometry. 

It is found that the prepared blinds are very efficient as photo-catalytic media for the Methyl Orang; the color removal 

efficiency reached 87% which is great, especially since no complicated preparation followed and also no special irradiation 

only the sunlight The ε' and ε'' were measured in a frequency range extending from 1 Hz up to 100 kHz. The frequency 

enhancement results in collapsing of the ε' amounts for all mentioned prepared samples and the ε' appeared independent of 

frequency.   

Keywords: Zn gel; Chitosan; Photocatalytic activity; Methyl Orange; Spectrophotometry; Bio-material.

1. Introduction 

Several vital industries including the textile 

industry, painting and printing industry, and 

cosmetics [1] are using synthetic organic compounds 

in the dye form to finish their products and release 

colored effluents in various water bodies like lakes, 

rivers, etc. 

Those industrial synthetics were classified as one 

of the most dangerous, toxic, and carcinogenic 

recorded substances. In addition, the presence of 

those color centers decreases the transparency of the 

aquatic media, this leads to decreasing the number of 

sun waves penetrating the aquatic media and 

affecting the aquatic creatures. Those dyes are very 

stable chemically and did not naturally degrade. As 

these kinds of dyes are very important to the industry, 

their levels in the aquatic system increase are 

continuously increased. The presence of these 

compounds in the aquatic system increases its storage 

in the flesh of the aquatic creatures, which are of 

much concern to human and animal societies. 

Therefore, cleaning the aquatic systems from these 

kinds of chemicals could be regarded as a very 

important task, and it should be removed initially 

from the industrial wastewater before discharging 

into various aquatic systems [2&3]. Some of the 

current waste removals including filtration, 

adsorption, and/or chemical treatment are not 

effective enough for the complete removal of dyes. 

On the other hand, the majority of those effective 

methods depend either on the complicated way of 

fabrication like nano-material preparation or on 

expensive materials [4].                                                                                                                                     

Methyl Orange (M.O.) is one of the families of 

dyes called AZO-dyes. M.O. is constructed of two 

rings connected by nitrogen atoms and ended with 

sulfur one. M.O. extensively applied in many 

industrial approaches such as food industry, textile 

industry, leather industry, and pharmaceutical 
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industry. M.O. has several alternative names like 

acidic orange because of its sensitivity to the pH 

value, so it could be used to sense the presence of 

chlorides and hydrogen gas, or even the acidity and 

basicity [5-9]. Different photo-degradation methods 

were utilized like reverse-osmosis, coagulation, 

membrane, complexometric, and other many methods 

to overcome the presence of M.O.in aquatic media 

[10].         

Photocatalysis could be regarded as one of the best 

degradation methods that seem to be a promising 

technique for wastewater treatment for organic 

compounds, especially since this method depends on 

utilizing sunlight or artificial illumination like UV-

lamb [11–13] in the presence of a photosensitizer. 

Using semiconductors as photosensitizers became 

in the last few decades textile contaminants removal 

from the wastewater [14]. In this regime, the usage of 

semiconductors is regarded as one of the cheap and 

cleaner materials in the Photocatalysis process [15-

17].  

ZnO is regarded as a semiconductor, and one of 

the most used metal oxides in the photocatalysis 

process, because of its high photosensitivity. ZnO 

also is not toxic, cheap, and eco-friendly [18, 19].  

Acetylation of chitin produces Chitosan, in the last 

decades' Chitosan could be noticed as one of the most 

researched and investigated bio-materials. Chitosan 

could be easily soluble in water or slightly acidic 

water. [20-23]  

Spectroscopy always plays a crucial role in 

analyzing any new samples, the spectroscopic tools 

of analysis in molecular identification such as FTIR, 

Raman, and molecular modeling could help assign 

vast spectra of samples from the archeological 

samples to the biological samples [24-32]. Another 

kind of spectroscopic tool is atomic spectroscopy like 

atomic absorption, ICP, and neutron activation which 

also help in different types of samples like soils and 

water treatment and biological molecules [33-36]. 

One of the most straightforward and powerful tools is 

spectrophotometry which could help enormously in 

measuring the concentration of such substance 

according to its absorption, transmission, and 

reflection.  

Zn-gel has been studied as a photocatalyst for the 

removal of dyes. However, this study investigated the 

preparation of the Chitosan / Zn-gel blend and its 

effect on the degradation of M.O. 

2. Experimental 

2.1Preparation of Zn-gel solution: 

Zinc acetate dehydrates (Zn (CH3COO)2·2H2O) 

from Oxford, was dissolved in mono-ethanolamine 

(NH2CH2CH2OH) (MEA) from Oxford,  and 2-

methoxy ethanol (2ME) from Merch, (mixed 

solution) at room temperature (about 25oC)for 

preparing Zn-gel solution. The zinc acetate molar 

ratio to MEA was 1:1 and the zinc acetate 

concentration is 0.5 M. The Zn- gel solution was 

stirred for 2h at 50°C until yielding a homogeneous 

and clear solution. The mixed Zn gel solution was 

aged for another 24 h at room temperature.  

2.2 Fabrication of the Chitosan/Zn-gel blends 

films: 

Chitosan (deacetylated chitin, Poly (D-

glucosamine)) with low molecular weight, and 75-

85% deacetylated, has been bought from Sigma-

Aldrich company- from Merk Group- Germany. The 

commercial acetic acid is 97% from Adwic-Egypt. 

The UV-Vis spectrophotometry has been performed 

using spectrophotometer model V-770 from Jasco-

Japan. 

200 mg of chitosan have been added to 80 ml of 

7% acetic acid, then strong stirring for 5 min. the 

chitosan solution has been divided equally into two 

amounts. 1ml of Zn gel solution (CZn-1) has been 

added to the first chitosan solution amount and 5ml of 

Zn gel solution (CZn-5) added to the other amount, 

then another 5 min gentle stirring. 

The Chitosan/Zn-gel blend thick films have been 

formed by the casting technique. Solution of Methyl 

Orang with concentration 50 µM has been prepared 

and piece of 2.5 by 2.5 cm of the CZn-1 and CZn-5 

films have been immersed in the solution in a small 

beaker, the whole experiment has been done in July 

sun starting from noon time. 

 

3. 3. Results and Discussion  

The dielectric property of CZn films is inspiring 

for many reasons such as processability, cost-

effectiveness, and biocompatibility. The dielectric 

properties of CZn-5 films depend on unexploited 

different factors. Only there are slight dielectric 

properties results for some artificial polymer blinds. 

According to the percolation theory for dielectric 

polymer blind properties, metal oxides added to the 

polymeric matrix elevates its dielectric values. For a 

critical amount, a rapid dielectric value will be 

detected and specified as the percolation threshold 

(Pc). The dielectric evaluation needs useful 

information for electric field applied and distribution, 

chemical bonds, charge transportation mechanism of 

the used sample, and polarization mechanism. The 

most interesting dielectric property is the complex 

permittivity which is given by the following relation: 

ε*(ω)= ε’(ω)+ i ε”(ω) Eq 1. 

Where the real part of the complex dielectric 

constant (ε’) is called the permittivity and the 

imaginary part is called the dielectric loss (ε”) that 

originates from the friction of the dipole moments. 
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Experimentally ε’ can be determined using the 

following relation: 
ε’= (C×d)/(A× εo) Eq 2. 

Where εo is the permittivity of free space, C is the 

measured sample capacitance given in Farad, A is the 

sample cross-sectional area, and d is the sample 

thickness in meters. While ε” can be determined 

using the following relation: 
ε”= ε’ tan(δ) 

Where tan (δ) is the dissipation factor. 

Figures 1 & 2 detect the Frequency dependence of 

ε’ and ε” for CZn-5 before and after photo-

degradation measurements. The ε’ and ε” were 

measured in a frequency range extending from 1 Hz 

up to 100 kHz. 

The obtained data reveal that the mentioned 

samples follow the known trends, where ε’ and ε” 

decrease by increasing the frequency. The frequency 

enhancement results in collapsing of the ε’ amounts 

for all mentioned prepared samples and the ε’ 
appeared independent of frequency.   
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Fig 1. The Dielectric constant (ɛ') for CZn-5 films before and 

after photodegradation measurements. 
 

The measured ε’ can be attributed to the existence 

of permanent electrical dipoles in the CZn-5 A and B 

that came from charged pairs due to the negatively 

charged Q and positively charged metal cations 

groups. By increasing the frequency, the dipoles can 

hardly follow the oscillations of the electric field and 

one can detect the collapsing of the ε’ and ε” values. 

At high frequency, dipolar polarization cannot follow 

the oscillations electric field moreover, the ε’ become 

independent of frequency. 
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Fig 2.The Dielectric loss (ε”) for CZn-5 films before and after 

photodegradation measurements. 
The dielectric properties enhancement of CZn 

films is attributed to the different development types 

of polarizations in the prepared films. Large defects 

number were contained in composite materials 

interfaces, resulting in charge distributions unequal 

which, pave way for polarizations space charge in 

case an electric field is presented. The continuous 

permittivity decrease with frequency increase is very 

common for all-dielectric materials. When electric 

field frequency is increased the polarization 

mechanism cannot be able to follow the change in the 

electric field and therefore, the polarization 

contribution to the dielectric constant will be 

diminished.        

 
Table 1.The A. C. conductivity values for CZn-5 film before and 

after photodegradation measurements. 

 

Frequency 

A. C. conductivity (CZn-5) film 

Before 
photodegredation 

After 
photodegradation 

2.3 23.4 5.9 

3 23.36 5.1 

3.6 20.1 4.7 

4 10.8 3.6 

4.3 2.52 1.9 

5 1.06 0.22 

 

Table 1 illustrates the A.C. conductivity values for 

CZn-5 film before and after photodegradation 

measurements. The results indicated variation in A. 

C. conductivity values for CZn-5 before and after 

measurements, especially at low frequencies. After 

photodegradation measurements, the CZn-5 blend 

film conductivity values show decreased significant 

changes. 

3.2 Photo-degradation measurements 

M.O. absorption spectra as clear in figure 3 

contain two main absorption bands the highest band 

comes at 462nm and could be assigned to the 

transition that transition takes place in by the 
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free doublet on the nitrogen atom and/or the sulfur 

atom of C=N and/or S=C bond. Another band could 

be noticed at 280nm which could be attributed to the 

transition that takes place in the Benzene ring. 

It is clear from both fig.3 a and b that the excess of 

Zn gel solution makes a difference that the 

degradation of M.O. is not only degradation on the 

color by breaking the C=N and S=C only, but also 

breaking the benzene rings bonding which is clear 

from the decreasing of the absorption band at 280 

nm. 

Both concentrations make approximately complete 

degradation but the sample CZn-5 succeeded in doing 

the business in less than 3 hours which is promising 

to do the degradation in industrial west bonds. 
Table2. The beak height of the bands at 462 nm and 280 nm. 
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Fig. 3 The absorption spectra of M.O. after immersing samples 

a) CZn-1, b) CZn-5.  For 0, 5, 10, 15, 30, 60, 120, 180, and 300 
min.  

 

To evaluate the performance of the prepared blind 

films we need to calculate the color removal 

efficiency (h) in terms of the concentration of M.O. 

before treating (Co) and the end concentration (C) as 

[37]   

 = (C0 - C)/C0 Eq 3. 

One of the most important parameters is the 

degradation reaction kinetics from starting 

concentration Co to the end concentration after time t. 

that kinetics could be evaluated using the apparent 

first-order kinetics model, by following the rate of the 

M.O. degradation at 462 nm in terms of the time 

consumed during the degradation reaction and 

apparent reaction time (t) in the next exponential 

formula [38]: 

         C=Co e
-kt Eq 4. 

To calculate the concentration of M.O. with time 

calibration curve has been illustrated and linear fitting 

has been done. The calibration equation has been 

used to calculate the concentration of M.O. the values 

have been tabulated in table 3.                                  

The calibration equation was 

Abs=0.00449*C Eq 5. 

Table 3.The concentration of the withdrawn samples for the 

band 462 nm 

Time 
(min) 

Peak height (au) 

1 ml 5 ml 

462 
(nm) 

Conc. 
(µM) 

462 
(nm) 

Conc. 
(µM) 

0 0.215 49.9 0.215 49.9 

5 0.211 47 0.16 35.63 

10 0.204 45.43 0.147 32.74 

15 0.2 44.54 0.127 28.29 

30 0.177 39.42 0.099 22.05 

60 0.154 34.3 0.077 17.15 

120 0.143 31.85 0.048 10.69 

180 0.088 19.6 0.036 8.02 

300 0.053 11.8 0.029 6.46 

 

To calculate the removal efficiency () equation 3 

could be applied. In this regime to not busser the 

reader it is better to only present the data from the 

removing system which was the 5ml one. Hence the 

removal (color degradation) efficiency  = 87%. 

The apparent first-order kinetics could be 

understood in figure 4. The data in figure 4 have been 

plotted from the values of ln(Co/C) against the time as 

tabulated in table 4 

Table 4. The values of ln(Co/C) against time. 

 

Time (min) ln(Co/C) 

5 0.336833 

10 0.421423 

15 0.567513 

30 0.816708 

Time 

(min) 

                  Beak height (au) 

1 ml 5ml 

280 (nm) 462 
(nm) 

280 
(nm) 

462 
(nm) 

0 0.224 0.215 0.224 0.215 

5 0.219 0.211 0.205 0.16 

10 0.212 0.204 0.194 0.147 

15 0.207 0.2 0.182 0.127 

30 0.184 0.177 0.166 0.099 

60 0.161 0.154 0.162 0.077 

120 0.149 0.143 0.151 0.048 

180 0.092 0.088 0.145 0.036 

300 0.055 0.053 0.146 0.029 
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Fig. 4.The kinetics of M.O degradation by CZn-5. 

 

In the kinetics plot, we only use the measured 

concentrations for 30 minutes because after 30 min. 

the absorbance went under 0.1 and it is known that 

the beer-lambert law is linear only if the absorbance 

values were in-between 0.1 and 0.8[39]. 

The kinetics of the methyl orange degradation by 

CZn-5 follow firmly the pseudo-first-order kinetic 

de-colorization, hence one could use the Langmuir-

Hinshelwood model to explain that photo-catalytic 

process. 

The advance of this method is that it did not use 

any additional chemicals such as H2O2 [40] or any 

other chemicals to reach this level of removal. Also, 

the usage of chemicals in bulk not in nano size makes 

it very easy and straightforward to produce the 

chitosan blinds at the industrial level without any 

complications. 

 

4. Conclusion  

This method of photodegradation is very 

promising that it achieved several successes, first the 

preparation is very easy, and simple, and not use 

expensive chemicals. The process did not require any 

special illumination like UV lamps, but only sunlight. 

Only two hours is enough to do the business if the 

used surface were enlarged. It is a promising 

photodegradation process to do business in the 

industrial west water scale but some modification to 

the system should be performed.    
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